
Chapter 4. Hypothesis testing

In estimationtheory, we have efficiency
In testing, we have power,
QUAD is importantbecause

(1) relaxes some cords to show asymp, normality
12) will give us inLecam theory
Local asymptotic normaling(LAN)

+LeCamI => Power calculationframework!

Framework

T
..., Xn id PoE9Pal:oca]
Ho=06 40C @
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HeagainstD.
18) A test/testfunction

&n x"1[0,1]

represents a (randomized) test:

(a) For randomnized test. In not reject
outputs the probabilityto reject Ho /

(b) For deterministic tests, In 890, 1]
-reject



12) For any given 0, T10) is defined
as

#n 101: = Fo[On(X, . . . . Xn)]
Imzx

Po
and is called power function of On.

(3) Ideally, we wish
-

Sup Tu 10) < &
OfDo

But in general, this is nearly impossible
because it is a nontoticcontrol.

Instead, we can pick asymptotically
valid as a criterion,

(i) Uniformly asymptotic valid

finssup Sup Tin (0) ix (strong)
20 684 x usually need to put to non-asymp

A

toltenomineeassumeiararnGigsasonly need to think
↑limit diso



14) The power/efficiency of a test on
concern s

Tin10i) for 0. G @2,

Three famous tests:

① World's test

3 parametric
② Likelihood ratio test - model

③ Score test

Framework for the above 5 tests:
1910 = 14 ,
=

nuisance parameter
↑

parameterof interest

OGRd, 4GRY, 4GRdm

remark: Ifm=d, then 4 =8
**
8 = TXN
where TCRM, NaRd-m

*** O is an interior point of 0.



16) Do =90=14.4) :F03
Not very restrictive
by reparametrization

*If m=d, then 4 = 90=0}

and the corresponding Ho is called a
simple will hypothesis.

** Ifmid Do would have multiple elements,
and the corresponding to is called a
composite null hypothesis.

Wald test

Goal: Hoi P = 0
strategy:

① estimate based on the MLE
=11, it)

② reject to if the "magnitude"
of is targe

Implementation, we need to determine the
threshold of rejection

-hget the liming diso, ofI-



1 I

-
-

under regularityandschits,
pi o-oN1o, 20"

cout,

Step2,
-

m14-4) =N10, Aot

enionalbaon
him

toT
20,12

I
=>2o* =

T
Art * I
* *

where A = 20-20,12 Z02Lo.2

Step 3 Under Ho/Do, 4=0, i.e.
-I

mn => NCO, Aot
-p

limiting will diso,



Cep4. Reject to by noticing

mad In =>NCo, Im

#

nintAotn =>x(m) Rocont

No. of ANo

nin"AsYu =>x(m)
we reject so if

nOnTA th
is larger than 11-2) x100% quantile of4m).

Nor/30

Likelihood Ratio Test (LRTY
strategy

( Po.Or is an elementD Po
KL

↑ 3 in @o

true data generating parameter
is uniquely minimized at 00 = 0

The LRT will reject Ho if
inf D1 (Po, Pool is too large,

OotP.



Define estimator of
#o, Pool

II <- please verify

PoL to-90.7
by replacing
① Po by Pr

&O by the MLE@
Ithe unrestricted MLE

maximizing Pato over 021)

This yields
Pre-200]

In the end, to estimate

int Pr[9-100]
Dot Do

it is equivalent to estimating

Prte-m Pulp
restricted ME

-
over Do

=Dale-Pne.
where

=(Om, No)
Wewill reject to if Pre-Pate is too large,



Implementation
*

2n.Pn[e-18]
Note: (n>0

To decide the limiting will dist (LND)
of Ln i

seeps. We apply Taylor to Lui
-

(n =2E[eCxi)-40.(xi))

-2.[[o(Xi) -ex(Xi))
=-2.18-KT ix(xi)
i(8-TI in 1780 -o

t

with En between and Do
Since is the MLE, we have

i(xi) = 0

=>the first order term = O

=>(n =-m(8-1)(PE) i18-



1. Under to, both to and should satisfy
⑧O,, o

=>on ⑦

=> if I p
↑

under smoothness
continuity
of jo

- Pio *Poio = -jo

=>(n = 3m18-8T] 2o[r108-E) + 0p11)

if 0Do.
= In 2018 - 01T 10"(M20100-817 + opce)
"[O=1o"(Pn-Po)1o +0p1/m)

↑
MLE asymp, linear expansion

If0288-0 =on S
with -n = 2042(Pn-P0) 10.2 +0p(/r)

=>i2018 - 0
=in 10 (Ph-Po) Ioiion)-zoe) -P)



irecprtpos-cion-conduiem)or
at

where v= N/0, Ad)
=>(n = [vio] 2o"[W]
~ x(m) <Wilk's Them,

Please verify it.

Score test

Idea: P0i =0 (under (MD)

=>If He is true,

Poison) = 0
M=>Pnecose) - O

=>En100) =
=wei. (xi)



Proposal: to use the test statistics

Sn:-(EncoTT2@"[Encos]
with is argmax Preoo

0ot@

Limiting diso?

to remains to decide the limiting will dist,

zn(80) = Gn180)InDoCot
- i(Pn-40) e.
traPoi -rtiuf io

=-Dosie-
use
a

Deltamethod-io) <Donsker
Op(1)

=>Enceos jo] with veNO, No

=>Sn=x(m)



Remark: (Comparison of the three)
Wn = nTAt

Pim (n = 2nPn[e8-900]S
Sn : [EnI8oLT] If En 18)
Under Ho[Engle's book

Wn-(n = 0p(1)
(n - Sn=0p(1)
Sn-Wn= 0p11)

For computation <-constrained

(i) In is only based on t ④ o

MLE

(ii)Wn---.

avealpoweranalyseso
pointwise asymp,

SIze
size control

him into)to be as large as possibleeFOC@1.
power



If we think about the asymp, power
his TInCO), Of Be.
n -> D

and if we consider of above to
be fixed, then usually you will get
every reasonable (even unreasonable) tests

satisfy:
↓

ii) toTin10 ->asymp,min
(i) F0zd2, TIn10 -> 1 new

fixed

simple. Let me think about in the previous
Wald /IRT/Score test framework.

(4-4) =N10, DET
Let's think about an alternative to Wald:

reject (to if IIE1 >n4 zover

entinitively too conservative.f
conservative

However, we can show

(i) @GPo,
1078, O



Pf; Fix ft, for i large enough,
we have

10) = Po (IF KK n-4
=Po(allP1 > n4)
EPo(141K t)

By CMT, Ho

llP(*11E1) with EnrNCO, ho]
=>limsup Tn 10) = lisup Po((Y(K+)

= P(IE(K t)
If t-u

- O

12) For any fixed ODC,
no

Tin(R) ->I

#12Tn (D)

=POTIRIK n]
>Pot 11411-114-41) < 2"4]
=Pot-41K 1]

① &



Ffixed OFM2, vf>0 so that

(2) Cit 141 -> o

ii) n (4-41) =>No, ...)
implies that
-E41 = 0p11)
0(1) Op(1)
ncs

⑦ 1

which means

him [In (0) = 2
↓

We shouldn't consider previous goal
all in asymp,

This motivates the new framework of
local power analysis

Hoi @t@o

X,X2, ..., Xn= PO
VS,



Hi.n: On G&2

"X1,X2, ..., Xn -POn
located

tietot
Pr

the critical local alternative seg
Goal: to control the size and

maximize the local pomor
lis #In (On)
nc

note: under PA framework,
his [In (On) = 0I ↳ power T↓

1141) > 24

O; To use LPA, we need

limiting dist,
of Thion) with a changing seg
of Don?

We have known alot of asymp, disk,
under fixed PO.



Le Cam's change of measure claim

①I under Poo

② Ifwe know underPO.

③ (5, oiufootyesto
Then, we know the asymp, dist ofI
I under Poothl

↑team's third Lemma

O;Why Le Cam's third Lemma makes
sense?

A: For fixed Pand, and QxP.
then I eventA,
RCA=J1(z2A)Oldz)

O

= J 1( z =A)dOpIdz)
However, the above hustic is fared,
that is, Le Cam's 3rd Lemma is asyrup,
disosol



The sol's will give us two things,

① Local asymp, normality
&Pott Pro
-=>N). , )dPOo

② LeCam's 1st Semma.

Logic a
① Goa to study the power of
any test

② Tried alternative doesn't giveus
anything,
Instead, we have to study

Th (On) with OnPo 28.
↑
local alternative seg

③ To studyM10n), it is equin, to
building the timing diss I
under the local alternative PO,n)

Le Cam's third Lemma

(a) If P and 9 are two prob,meas,
then



① Ifwe knowf

② If we know to 10(P)
then we know O

(b) However, we have to examine/study
asymp, versions of (a):
(b1) OI What isthe asymp, version

ofc

[Pn3nc, and [Qu3ny,
We say they are contiguity
Def. Icontiguity
We say [On) is contiguous
wat, 94n3, written as

QnOPn if
Asegu of events [An),we have

nxD
Pr (Anmust imply

not
On(An) ->O



h

The approach to verify contiguity is
Le Cam's set Lemma,
To prepare for 185 Lemma, some knowledge
1. [Lebesque decomposition Thus,
Emeasures M,V,

S
I unque measures &and it sit
40 = 09+59

② v9M
③ rttM (W(A) <0MCAo

v=(A) =0 = MCAK)
2. The following 3 cords, are equi
①@KP
② SL(z)PId2) = 1 for
Li
dP

③ 0 = 0
9

Lemma (Le Cam 155)
The following four are equit:
(a) On a Pn

(b) In-donV along a subseg of

[1,2,3,.-3



1)

-
EXUS = 1.

c) Adina n L) along a subseg t

E1,2,3,...}
1)

-
PCU) 0) = 1,

(d) For any see of June,
fu: En-MR,

where fulZn) = Opn (1)

W
fulEn = 0mn (1)

PI is not required,



Em, If (n =
=Aon satisfiest

loghNM,02) andDaPh
then M =

- 0%2, such ones is
called to satisfy local asymp, normality,

⑰U
[HW will show On =Poott

④U
Pxz Poo

will give a LAN seq, 3
Preet Based on 1st Lemma (b) I
- 'Pa

↳n =>with
We CogNormal (M, 02

and we know

ECVS = exp(+04z)
T

Then QudPu emply ECUT.
in M=-0%2



(c) LemmaLe Cam 3rd Lenmal
set P4Pr),On) are prob means, sit

tob
X OnCPn

② Th EnRd be the tes

statistics,
Then, if
Tn

S (n (
a

#(v)
I don
-

dPr
then revent A CIRd, letting
RCA) = =EC19T = A3 U]

We have
① Ro) is a prob,meas,

② ThR
Preef left to you....-



Lemma (Le Cam's 3rd Lemma, user-friendly)

If in the above setting, we know

(o)-estE oil
them

- fN+e,2)
which should be compared to

in) N(u, 2)
#. Using version 1, wehave

DRCA): ECAACT) - UT

=ECdACT) ECVITI]
②CogVIT-N) o, ) ↑
⑤ CVIT]=si-
④ RCM =S*dxce

T SA density (N)M+2,2))dI



⑤ It thus shows

R1) is prob, means of NM+,E
Next, we will use and Lemma to analyor
the local power of Waldtest,

①We know in a certain dist, Am

② LAN gives us log>N1, ofdOo

③ Th is based on on, and "ALE"

on: I z. - Ope1)

·esaxoristsis topicsintop
#N) ·. ·
⑤ Using Le Cam 3rd,

*#NC,



Thm, [MCE under Pooth1m7

Assume

PR is an interior point of (;

② O - Do
⑭n <n IID RVs -Po

③ Pa = Po

On = Poth/m

④<P-: 8293 is OMD at 0;
⑤ Zo is invertible;

⑥ Exle is cont. at 0;
④ vicon-0) ==oih ↓

MLE 10 Pn to

Conclusion =Potty

Om (on-0) xNh, 20%
② Wn ==4nTAe. Pr

& Y, firstdim
where 4 is a non-centered
1m,GYRotn), he stata)



⑤ Ifhis, then
Thn (0+h) -> 1,
If 2-o, then

The 10 +-> a

Remark Notice Po
-

0 m (on-0) EN10,10%
②m (on-0) >Nch, 10"

Pott

=>in8 - 10 +t
=>N10,20%
Potte
In other words, MLE has the property
that a shift of DEP Othm

doesn't change the estimation asymp, diso
->



Chap. 4.4 Regular ALE (RALE)

Yef. CALE) Mn is a generic ALE estimating
a certain functional

MCO) -RM
if I influence fun,

go = RRM (imagine Fisher scoreS
sit, fund,

Pogo =0
and
Pot 80gt] iswell-defined influence

sity 2M
free,

80(x1) + 0pn(1)in (Mn-MCO1=Ei
MLE, 28"9o
-

a limean term, CLT

mark We can apply MULT

roben-Mcos TN10, Po[gogets)
⑮TRegular ALE CRALE)I regular
①The estimatorMn is said to be RALE
if HERM,
m)Mn-10th1* 2.

where z doesn't depend on 2.



&Mn is RALE if it is regular and
ALE,

Hmark. One can show ifMe is a regular
All with influence fine, go,
it must be true that

10) = Peliogo)
>

enco" lo=o
and in this case, we will say

go to be the gradient ofM1) at 0.
wint, model

9P0=0'2 & 3
Le Cam and Lemma

Result&

C DIE of M I-

LAN

=>in (Mn-MCO1*N1, )



Result 2 IfMn is RALE,- -
~

1)Mn-MCO =>N1., "-
Pott ↓

a simpler form


